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ABSTRACT

To represent the sequence specificity of transcrip-
tion factors, the position weight matrix (PWM) is
widely used. In most cases, each element is defined
as a log likelihood ratio of a base appearing at a
certain position, which is estimated from a finite
number of known binding sites. To avoid bias due
to this small sample size, a certain numeric value,
called a pseudocount, is usually allocated for each
position, and its fraction according to the back-
ground base composition is added to each element.
So far, there has been no consensus on the optimal
pseudocount value. In this study, we simulated the
sampling process by artificially generating binding
sites based on observed nucleotide frequencies in
a public PWM database, and then the generated
matrix with an added pseudocount value was com-
pared to the original frequency matrix using various
measures. Although the results were somewhat dif-
ferent between measures, in many cases, we could
find an optimal pseudocount value for each matrix.
These optimal values are independent of the sample
size and are clearly correlated with the entropy of
the original matrices, meaning that larger pseudo-
count vales are preferable for less conserved bind-
ing sites. As a simple representative, we suggest the
value of 0.8 for practical uses.

INTRODUCTION

Transcription factors regulate gene expression by binding
to cis-regulatory elements in DNA. These binding sites
typically exhibit characteristic sequence patterns, called
‘motifs’. Experimental discovery of binding sites, however,
remains non-trivial. So, although not all motifs are known
and motif models are immature, motif matching is widely
used to predict binding sites in DNA sequences.

The position weight matrix (PWM) is a common way of
representing a motif (1). A PWM has a numeric score for
each of the four nucleotide types (rows) at each position in
the motif (columns). It can be scanned across a DNA
sequence to predict binding sites, as follows. If the
PWM has width w, each w-long window of DNA
(w-mer) receives a score obtained by summing the scores
of the nucleotides at each position. If the w-mer score
exceeds some threshold, it is predicted as a binding site.
A PWM is usually created from a position frequency

matrix (PFM) via a position probability matrix (PPM).
The PFM is constructed from a sample of binding sites,
by counting the number of nucleotides of each type (row)
at each position (column). The PPM is just a probabilis-
tically normalized form of the PFM, so that each column
sums to 1. Finally, the PWM is obtained by logarithmic
transformation of the PPM divided by the nucleotides’
background probabilities. Thus, PWM scores are log like-
lihood ratios. Motif matrices are often visualized as
sequence logos (e.g. Figure 1A) (2).
Starting from a small sample of binding sites, we will

often get zeros in the PFM, leading to zeros in the PPM
and negative infinities in the PWM: this is frequently
regarded as undesirable (3). The reasoning is that nucleo-
tides that can occur in the motif will often be absent from
a small sample by chance, and assigning them a probabil-
ity of zero is too harsh. It is important to distinguish this
motivation from the merely technical issue that it can be
troublesome to deal with negative infinity using compu-
ters. In any case, it is common practice to add so-called
pseudocounts to the PFM, in order to avoid zero prob-
abilities. Pseudocounts can also be motivated by a
Bayesian approach: if we assume a Dirichlet prior distri-
bution for nucleotide frequencies, then the posterior mean
estimator is equivalent to adding pseudocounts to the
observed counts (3).
In spite of the ubiquity of pseudocounts, there is no

standard way of choosing them. Many types of pseudo-
counts are used, 0.01 (4), 1 (5), 1.5 (6), 2 (7), 4 (8) and
the square root of the number of binding sites in the
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sample (9). (In this article, when we speak of a pseudo-
count of, e.g. 1.5, we mean that 1.5/4 is added to each of
the four counts in a column.) Frith et al. chose pseudo-
counts by fitting a Dirichlet prior to motifs in the
TRANSFAC database (6). However, the actual effect of
changing pseudocount values has not been studied system-
atically: detailed evaluations have been made only for
protein motifs (10–12). Therefore, more practical analysis
is required for DNA motifs.

Here, we evaluate pseudocount choices using known
transcription factor binding sites. The main approach in
this study is comparison between an original PPM, which
we regard as representing the real sequence specificity
of each transcription factor, and a sampled PPM with
pseudocounts. The sampled motif matrix is created by
stochastic generation from the original PPM. The results
show how different pseudocount choices affect the similar-
ity of the original and sampled PPMs. Our results provide
guidance on choosing pseudocounts for motif matching.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

JASPAR dataset

We obtained PFMs from the JASPAR database (13).
JASPAR provides non-redundant experimentally defined
transcription factor binding site motifs for multicellular
eukaryotes. JASPAR CORE 2008 has 138 motifs, and
provides the original sample of binding sites for 124
of these. We removed matrices that have no binding
sites. Additionally, the samples ‘MA0030.sites’ and
‘MA0031.sites’ are identical. Therefore we removed these
two. Finally we obtained 122 PFMs.

Sampled PFM from original PFM

To generate sequences from a JASPAR motif, we made a
PPM from the PFM using the formula: pa,i= ca,i/m. pa,i is
the probability of nucleotide a in position i; ca,i is the
observed count of nucleotide a in position i; and m is
the number of sequences. Using these probabilities, we
generated sequences randomly as virtual transcription
factor binding sites. In this study, we generated sets of
10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 sequences.

Pseudocount addition

For each sampled PFM, we made a sampled PPM by
adding pseudocounts:

p0a,i ¼
c0a,i þ B=4

mþ B

B is the pseudocount; c’a,i is an element of the sampled
PFM; p’a,i is an element of the sampled PPM. We tried
exponentially stepped pseudocounts between 0.01 and
10.0 in this study. This range includes most pseudocounts
used previously, such as the one derived by Dirichlet fit-
ting (6). The comparison of original PPMs to sampled
PPMs indicates which pseudocount is optimal. We tried
seven types of comparison function in this study: see
below. To obtain more accurate results, we performed
100 replicates for each combination of motif, comparison
method, pseudocount and number of generated sequences.

Comparison procedures

For comparing original PPMs and sampled PPMs, we
used seven methods, in two categories. One category is
matrix-based comparison: comparison of corresponding
elements of matrices. The other category is sequence-
based comparison, which involves enumeration of all

Figure 1. Pseudocount evaluations for JASPAR matrix ‘MA0001’ with
a sample size of 30. (A) Sequence Logo for MA0001. (B) Normalized
values of the matrix based comparison methods: ED=Euclidean
Distance; COS=Cosine distance; TVD=Total Variation Distance.
Each line represents the average of 100 sampling replicates. Error
bars show standard deviations of replicates. The comparison values
are normalized to the range 0–1. (C) Normalized values of the
sequence-based comparison methods: SRC=Spearman’s Rank
Correlation.
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possible w-mers. The probability s that a PPM generates
a w-mer is

s ¼
Y
i

pai,i

The probabilities of generating each w-mer from both
the original and generated PPMs were used in the com-
parison function. Thus, matrix-based comparison tests
how accurately the original matrix is recovered, whereas
sequence-based comparison tests how accurately the
matrix’s function is recovered.

Enumeration of all w-mers for large motifs requires pro-
hibitive calculation time. Therefore we removed motif
positions with higher entropy. The upper limit for motif
length is 10. If the original motif was longer than 10, we
used only the 10 consecutive positions with minimum
entropy. The formula for entropy h is

h ¼ �
X

a2fA,C,G,Tg

pa,i log2 pa,i

52 motifs were trimmed in our dataset, for sequence-based
comparisons. Omitting high-entropy positions introduces
a bias (for sequence-based comparisons only), but the
alternative—omitting large motifs—may also introduce a
bias, so there is no ideal solution.

Comparison functions

Euclidean distance (ED) was used to compare motifs. The
formula for matrix-based comparison is

ED ¼
1

w

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiX
a

X
i

pa,i � p0a,i

� �2s

The formula for sequence-based comparison is

ED ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiX
j

ðsj � s0jÞ
2

s

sj is the generation probability of sequence j from the orig-
inal PPM; s’j is generation probability of the same
sequence from the sampled PPM.

Cosine distance (COS) was also used to compare motifs.
The formula for matrix-based comparison is

COS ¼ 1�

P
a

P
i

pa,ip
0
a,iffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP

a

P
i

p2a,i

r ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
a

P
i

p0a,i
2

r

The formula for sequence-based comparison is

COS ¼ 1�

P
j

sjs
0
jffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP

j

s2j

r ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
j

s0j
2

r

Total variation distance (TVD) is another comparison
function for probabilities. For matrix-based comparison,
we averaged the TVD for each column:

TVD ¼
1

2w

X
a

X
i

pa,i � p0a,i

��� ���

The formula for sequence-based comparison is

TVD ¼
1

2

X
j

sj � s0j

��� ���
Finally, Spearman’s Rank Correlation (SRC) was also
used for sequence-based comparison of motifs. Thus, the
probabilities of each w-mer were converted to ranks. We
calculated SRC using R (a free software environment for
statistical computing and graphics). In many cases, the
original PPMs contain several zero elements, creating
many tied ranks corresponding to zero sequence probabil-
ities. In order to break some of these ties, we added a tiny
pseudocount of 1.0� 10–10 to the original PFM. This
causes w-mers with one ‘zero’ nucleotide to rank higher
than w-mers with two ‘zero’ nucleotides, and gives more
sensible results in practice (not shown). The correlation
value calculated by R was transformed to 1 – correlation.
We tried 61 pseudocounts for ED, COS and TVD. Due

to heavy calculation time, we tried only 10 pseudocount
values between 0.01 and 10.0 for SRC.

Pseudocount ¼ 10ðx=yÞ�2

For ED, COS and TVD, x is {0, 1, 2, . . . , 60} and y is 20.
For SRC, x is {0, 1, 2, . . . , 9} and y is 3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Differences between the seven comparison methods

As an example, we show the results for a typical matrix,
MA0001 (transcription factor AGL3 in Arabidopsis thali-
ana), with 30 generated sequences (Figure 1). Interestingly,
most of the comparison methods exhibit minimum dis-
tances at pseudocount values close to 1. The distances
increase rapidly for pseudocounts greater than 1, and
only slightly, if at all, for values less than 1. The SRC,
however, has a different behavior: it clearly favors pseu-
docounts much less than 1.

Effect of sample size

Figure 2 indicates the results for matrix MA0001 for var-
ious sample sizes, using three comparison methods:
matrix-based ED (A), sequence-based ED (B) and SRC
(C). Pseudocount values close to 1 tend to minimize ED
for all sample sizes, but this effect is more marked for
small samples. In particular, pseudocounts much less
than 1 give almost equal distances for large samples, but
clearly greater distances for small samples. (Sequence-
based EDs vary more than matrix-based EDs, because
they are distances in a space of much higher dimension-
ality.) The SRC, however, is always optimized with pseu-
docount values much below 1, and this effect becomes
more marked with larger sample sizes. Similar behavior
is observed in results averaged over all motifs
(Supplementary Figure 1).

Existence of an optimal pseudocount

Table 1 indicates how often there is an optimal pseudo-
count value (giving minimum distance) other than 0.01
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or 10.0, for each comparison method and sample size.
These are pooled results for all 122 JASPAR motifs.
When using SRC or TVD, the smallest distance is usually
achieved with a pseudocount of 0.01 (the lowest that we
tested), so smaller pseudocounts are better, and there is no
optimum within the range that we examined. When using
ED or COS, on the other hand, there is nearly always an
optimal pseudocount within this range.

Dependence of optimal pseudocount on sample size
and entropy

Figure 3 shows how the optimal pseudocount values vary
with sample size. In panels A and B, each line indicates
one motif, and the color represents the average entropy of
the original PPM: red indicates higher entropy; blue indi-
cates lower entropy. Perhaps surprisingly, optimal pseu-
docount values are not strongly influenced by sample size
in most cases. Increasing sample size leads to more accu-
rate motifs, so pseudocounts should be less necessary. On
the other hand, increasing sample size reduces the impact
of pseudocounts. We infer that these two effects cancel
each other, when using ED. In any case, the average opti-
mal pseudocount over all motifs lies between 0.8 and 1.3
(Figure 3C). Similar behavior is observed when we use 15
well-characterized motifs, which are derived from at least
50 sequences (Supplementary Figure 2).

Figure 3A and B also show that motifs with higher
entropy have larger optimal pseudocounts, and vice
versa. Figure 4 shows this more clearly: the optimal pseu-
docount is tightly correlated with the average entropy of
the original matrix. Unfortunately, in practical applica-
tions we only have the sample, and we do not know the
entropy of the ‘original’ motif. On the other hand, it is
also possible to regard the entropy of the original matrix
as that of an observed one and to further optimize the
pseudocount value by regression for each matrix or
even for each column of the matrix. We confirmed that
these methods decreased the average distance but the
effect was not drastic (data not shown). For practical
use, considering that optimal pseudocounts are usu-
ally close to 1 (Supplementary Figure 3) and that too-
small pseudocounts are preferable to too-large ones for
all our measures, we suggest a uniform value of 0.8,
for example.

Confirmation using real sequences

The results described above were obtained using virtual
binding site samples generated from an original PPM.
We repeated our tests by, instead, sampling with

Figure 2. Pseudocount evaluations for JASPAR matrix ‘MA0001’: all
sample sizes. For easier visualization, each line has been shifted vertically
by subtracting its minimum value. Sample sizes are indicated on the right
of each graph. (A) Matrix-based ED. (B) Sequence-based ED. (C) SRC.

Table 1. Percentage of optimal pseudocount existence

Sample size Matrix-based Sequence-based

ED (%) COS (%) TVD (%) ED (%) COS (%) TVD (%) SRC (%)

10 99.2 100.0 28.7 100.0 95.9 54.1 45.9
20 99.2 100.0 16.4 99.2 95.9 26.2 34.4
30 100.0 100.0 13.1 100.0 94.3 13.1 20.5
40 100.0 100.0 9.0 99.2 95.1 11.5 14.8
50 100.0 99.2 10.7 99.2 95.1 9.0 5.7
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replacement from the real binding site sequences upon
which the JASPAR matrices are based. These results are
essentially the same as those above (not shown).

CONCLUSIONS

Although optimal pseudocount values depend on the com-
parison method, we can draw some general conclusions.

First, all comparison methods indicate that pseudocounts
much above 1 are a poor choice. This argues against using
the square root of the sample size (9). It also argues for
using values below 4, corresponding to Dirichlet
priors with an anti-peaked shape, as suggested previously
(6). (The value 4—more generally, the alphabet size—is
special because it corresponds to an uninformed prior.)
The results using ED and COS suggest that values close
to 1 are optimal, although the optimal pseudocount
depends on the entropy of the original motif (which is
unknown in practice). This supports the choice of
Hughes et al. to use a pseudocount of 1 (5). For large
sample sizes, however, pseudocounts much less than one
are only marginally worse. Several previous studies have
examined methods to compare motif matrices, although
not with the aim of optimizing pseudocounts (14–16): they
have generally concluded that ED is a good measure for
their purposes.

Figure 3. (In)dependence of optimal pseudocounts on sample size.
(A) Optimal pseudocounts using matrix-based ED. One line indicates
one motif, colored by the column-wise average entropy of the origi-
nal matrix. (B) Optimal pseudocounts using sequence-based ED.
(C) Average optimal pseudocount over all motifs. The comparison
methods are noted on the right: Mat ED=Matrix-based ED; Mat
COS=Matrix-based COS; Seq ED=Sequence-based ED; Seq
COS=Sequence-based COS.

Figure 4. Dependence of optimal pseudocounts on average entropy.
(A) Optimal pseudocounts using matrix-based ED. The correlation
coefficient is 0.93, the correlation P-value is less than 2.2� 10–16, and
the R2 value is 0.95. (B) Optimal pseudocounts using sequence-based
ED. The correlation coefficient is 0.93, the correlation P-value is less
than 2.2� 10–16 and the R2 value is 0.85.
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On the other hand, the results using SRC and TVD
support the use of pseudocounts much less than 1, e.g.
Ref. (4). It could be argued that SRC is the most relevant
measure for motif scanning, since one typically makes pre-
dictions for all w-mers that score above some threshold,
i.e. all w-mers above some rank. To maximize the corre-
lation between the predicted ranks and the true ranks,
it seems best to use a very low pseudocount. Thus, the
widespread belief that zeros should be avoided in motif
matrices may be incorrect, at least for DNA motifs. In
summary, depending on the comparison method, optimal
pseudocounts for transcription factor binding motifs are
either around 1, or very low.
It is noteworthy that our main conclusions (data size

independency and correlation with entropy) for the cases
when optimal values exist have been obtained by a totally
different approach on a different system also (17). This
agreement between our relatively empirical and intuitive
approach and their theoretical approach should
strengthen the validity of our conclusions.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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